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ABSTRACT
Building on recent results from the RoboBees project, this InTrans project explores the
design of new computing modalities that enable scalable performance and energy
efficiency across a wide range of energy- and weight-constrained applications, from
miniature autonomous drones (e.g., RoboBees) to larger small-scale flying robots. The
pursuit of energy-efficient compute performance remains an important objective, but
computing modalities continue to evolve over time. Demand for mobility and portability
led to laptops and then to smaller smart phones that pack the functionality and
performance of yesterday's computer into one's hand. Technology is now at the cusp of
another paradigm shift with the proliferation of "internet of things" (IoT) devices and
small-scale drones. Despite the perception that CMOS technology scaling is reaching a
plateau, these applications require ever higher levels of energy-efficient computing with
ever shrinking form factors, demanding a new era of circuits, architectures, and systems.
One extreme example is the RoboBees project at Harvard, which set out to create a colony
of autonomous robotic bees: <500mg, insect-sized, flapping-wing robots with sufficient
sensing, computing, and actuation to achieve autonomous flight. This NSF-funded project
designed, implemented, and tested a "brain chip" that met severe weight and real-time
computation requirements. It comprises a general-purpose core with a collection of
dedicated hardware accelerators for the specific sensing, image processing, and control
algorithms needed for autonomous flight. While this chip significantly improves power and
performance compared to those only using general-purpose cores, a platform that
combines multiple one-off accelerators is inflexible to subsequent changes in computing
needs. Future computing systems for autonomous drones must readily accommodate and
adapt to changing workloads and application needs. A promising research direction is to
develop a virtualized platform architecture constructed out of composable accelerators
that can provide scalability via virtualization. In other words, next-generation computing
systems will comprise computing elements flexible enough to operate across a range of
applications while retaining the benefits of specialization. Via close collaboration with
researchers at Intel, this InTrans project will (1) identify interesting applications to target
within the broad range of embedded systems that combine sensing, computing, and
actuation and (2) develop and demonstrate new computer architectures that readily scale
performance and energy consumption across a broad range of platforms and system
constraints.
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The pursuit of energy-efficient compute performance remains an
important objective, but computing modalities continues to
evolve over time. Demand for mobility and portability led to
laptops and then to smaller smart phones that pack the
functionality and performance of yesterday’s computer into one’s

hand. Technology is now in the midst of another paradigm shift
with the proliferation of “internet of things” (IoT) devices and
practical implementation and application of deep learning
algorithms with corresponding hardware. Despite a perceived
plateauing of CMOS technology scaling, these applications
require ever higher levels of energy-efficient computing with
ever shrinking form factors; demanding a new era of circuits,
architectures, and systems. One extreme example is the
RoboBees project at Harvard, which had set out to create a
colony of autonomous robotic bees – <500mg, insect-sized,
flapping-wing robots with sufficient sensing, computing, and
actuation to achieve autonomous flight. The NSF-funded
RoboBees project designed, implemented, and tested a
“BrainSoC” integrated circuit (IC) that met severe weight and
real-time computation requirements. It comprised a generalpurpose core with a collection of dedicated hardware accelerators
for the specific sensing, image processing, and control
algorithms needed for autonomous flight. While the BrainSoC
significantly improved power and performance compared to
using general-purpose cores, a platform that simply combines
multiple one-off accelerators together is inflexible to subsequent
changes in computing needs.
Intellectual merit This proposal sought to leverage the insights
learned and design tools developed while building the BrainSoC
for the Harvard RoboBees (previously funded by the CISE
Expeditions in Computing program). Efforts focused on
developing flexible yet efficient computing hardware for a
broader class of energy- and weight-constrained computing
technologies like cognitive IoT. Research led to development of
design tools and architectural techniques in order to demonstrate
systems comprising scalable composable accelerators for a broad
range of applications – from extremely small-scale micro air
vehicles (MAVs) to other static and dynamic monitoring
applications to various embedded systems that combine sensing,
computing, and actuation (e.g., smart medical devices). There
are multiple intersecting layers to this work; from (i)
understanding application-dependent constraints and
requirements to (ii) exploring algorithmic options and
power/performance tradeoffs to (iii) evaluating and
accommodating system-level effects of combining and sharing
specialized compute modules to (iv) finding the appropriate
level(s) of granularity for acceleration.
Over the course of the project, there were two main activities
and accomplishments: Development of IoT applications that can
run on extreme energy-constrained hardware accelerators that
implement fully-connected deep neural networks (FC-DNN).
Porting, fabrication, and testing of a 16nm FC-DNN accelerator
that fits within a thumb-drive formfactor to support a variety of
demonstrations and capable of always-on operation owing to its
high energy efficiency.
Broader impacts The original RoboBees project was funded by
the National Science Foundation (NSF) Expeditions in Computing
program. As a mechanism to extend the impact of Expeditions
projects to industry, the NSF launched the “Innovation
Transition” (InTrans) program. Via close collaboration with
researchers at Intel, this InTrans project sought to (1) identify
interesting applications to target within the broad range of
embedded systems that combine sensing, computing, and
actuation and (2) maximize opportunities to transfer research
outcomes to the industry partner. Research results were
presented at international conferences and directly shared with
industry partners via lab visits and periodic phone and in-person
meetings.
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